Introduction 39

Background and literature review 40
In recent years, global renewable energy has grown rapidly against the background of increasing global energy 41 consumption, especially in developing countries. In 2015 renewables accounted for an estimated more than 60% of net 42 additions to global power generating capacity [1] , among which the solar photovoltaics (PV), wind, and hydropower 43 contributed the majority of installations. By the end of 2015, renewables produced an estimated 27.7% of the world's 44 power-generating capacity and are sufficient to supply about 22.8% of global electricity demand [2] . However, the rapid 45 development of solar power generation also brings a number of challenges. 46
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The nonlinear, stochastic nature of solar radiation translates directly into the power generated by solar PV installations. 47 The resulting fluctuations in power output from grid-connected PV system lead to the potential of reducing grid reliability and 48 the difficulties in the control of load-generation balancing. The optimal operation of power systems with high penetrations of 49 solar PV has become an important challenge which need to be addressed through a number of means, including unit 50 commitment, economic dispatch and scenarios with flexible loads like demand response [3] [4] [5] [6] . 51
As the key factor impacting the output power of solar PV plants, solar irradiance forecasting is an important technology 52 for reducing the uncertainty in PV power generations [7] [8] [9] [10] . Especially in cloudy weather conditions, the solar irradiance on 53 the ground can fluctuant significantly at the minute level, which brings a great many difficulties for solar irradiance forecasting 54 in intra-hour [11, 12] instead of hourly [13] or daily [14] time scales. One approach for producing better forecasts is to observe 55 the local cloud distributions through direct observation of the sky above the solar PV station with high spatial and temporal 56 resolution [15, 16] . For most ultra-short-term solar PV power forecasting (UST-SPPF) approaches at minute time scale, sky 57 images are important data sources to provide clouds locations at different times. In previous studies, different kinds of digital 58 image processing techniques were utilized to track cloud motion and calculate the displacement of clouds in sky images 59 [17, 18] . Then the cloud distribution in a future sky image is predicted based on linear extrapolation. Subsequently, the ground 60 solar irradiance can be calculated according to the predicted cloud distribution in sky images and converted to solar PV output 61 power [19, 20] . 62
The current techniques using digital image process for cloud tracking and displacement calculation can be divided into 63 two categories: the gray scale information based methods and the Fourier translation based methods. The former methods 64 calculate the object displacement in image according to the correlation or similarity of gray scale distribution. The latter 65 method is based on the principle that the frequency spectrum of the image in the Fourier domain will also change 66 correspondingly when the clouds in a sky image moved. The detail introduction and literature review on the above two 67 categories methods are as follows. 68 Generally, there are four popular gray scale information based methods to derivate cloud velocity: scale invariant feature 69 transform (SIFT), optical flow (OF), X-correlation (X-corr), and particle image velocimetry (PIV). The SIFT method extracts 70 key points of cloud image according to scale invariant feature transform and then tracks these key points to derivate cloud 71 velocity [21, 22] . In the tracking process proposed by [23] , merging and splitting of clouds are handled via checking matched 72 pairs of feature points among different clusters. Afterwards, the tracking information of feature points is utilized to predict if 73 the sun will be covered or obscured by clouds within the prediction horizon. empirically. Therefore, for sky image based UST-SPPF approaches, it is theoretically feasible for the CMDV calculation based 149 on historical image sequences and then predicting the cloud distribution in a future sky image using linear extrapolation. 150
Sky image based PV power forecasting approach 151
The traditional process of sky image based UST-SPPF is shown in Figure 1 
159
The sky image based UST-SPPF process includes multiple relatively independent sub-processes. These sub-processes 160 are logically ordered and need to be studied individually. Among them, the calculation of CMDV is a key sub-process. It is 161 the foundation for the following ground irradiance forecasting and can greatly affect the accuracy of the final PV power 162 forecasting results. Therefore, to lay the foundation for UST-SPPF, it is necessary to study on the algorithms for CMDV 163 calculation and improve their accuracy. 164
Usually, the cloud height does not change as dramatically as its horizontal position and can be regarded as a fixed value. 165
However, the height of the cloud base is also an important parameter for perspective rectification in sky images, which is a 166 very necessary process before CMDV calculation. Due to the lack of effective means of observation, precise vertical 167 information of cloud heights is often unavailable. Therefore, a general estimate of cloud base height considering image 168 distortion is applied and we mainly focus on the horizontal position of clouds in the sky images in this research. 169
Ground-based sky image observation equipment 170 171
Figure 2. EKO sky camera.
172
The automatic sky imaging system used in this work as shown in Figure 2 consists of a sky camera and its supporting 173 software produced by EKO INSTRUMENTS acquires the sky images used in this paper. The sky camera is installed at the 174 Yunnan Electric Power Research Institute in Yunnan province of China (geographical coordinates: , ). 175
The viewing angle of the camera is 120 and the time interval between two consecutive sky images is one minute. The 176 supporting software of the sky camera is used for basic image preprocessing, including the perspective rectification, 177 identification of cloud type based on cloud thickness, and sun position calculation. In this paper, perspective rectification has 178 been performed on all images by the supporting software. 179
CMDV calculation using FPCT 180
Fourier phase correlation theory 181
The Fourier transform algorithm is a commonly used image transforming method. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 182 technique enabled us to process the information of a high-resolution image in the frequency domain in a very short time 183
[39-41]. Let be the grayscale matrix of an image, the 2-D Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the 184 grayscale matrix is: 185 
194 According to function (1), function (3) can be rewritten as 195
For the two images that only differ by a displacement, their amplitude spectrums would be the same, i.e. 197
. Then the difference in phase spectrum is calculated as 198 The cross-power spectrum (CPS) of and is defined as: 203
204 where means the complex conjugate of . 205 Here we find that the phase of CPS of the two images equals their phase shift and the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of 206 the CPS is: 207
208 is the displacement response matrix (DRM) of the cloud in images, it is a pulse matrix in 209 which the element at equals 1 and elements at other coordinates all equal 0. So the displacement vector of two 210 images can be obtained by calculating the CPS and its IFT matrix. Here means the object in the image moves right 211 and means moves up. 212
For actual sky images, because of the presence of an image boundary, the translated grayscale function will "move" 213 partially off the original grid in the time domain when the displacement vector of a cloud is nonzero. In this condition, a 214 periodic extension of the grayscale function based on the periodicity of DFT is required before translation. 215
Algorithm procedure of FPCT method 216
According to the FPCT introduced in section 3.1, the CMDV in two sky images with a certain time interval can be 217 preliminarily calculated according to the followings steps as shown in 
Algorithm analysis of FPCT method 226
According to Section 2.1, the differences between two consecutive sky images separated by a few minutes mainly 227 embody the changes in cloud position and the slight deformation of clouds. In the frequency domain, these differences are 228 manifested as the change of the image phase angle. On the other hand, influenced by cloud thickness, aerosol thickness, and 229 light environment, there may also be a certain global hue difference between different sky images, which will result in a 230 change of the amplitude value in the frequency domain. However, due to the normalization processing in CPS calculations, the 231 inference of hue differences is weakened. 232
Ideally, when the time interval between two sky images is short enough (e.g. several minutes, depending on the 233 atmosphere conditions), the deformation of clouds is not obvious and all of the cloud pixels move consistently in the images, 234 then the phase of the CPS will be a two-dimensional sinusoidal periodic distribution. In this case, the DRM will be a 235 two-dimensional pulse function distribution, as shown in 
240
In practice, interference factors such as cloud deformation, changes in solar irradiance, and background clutter are 241 unavoidable. For example, the shape and size of a cloud will change over time; there also may be objects in the image that 242 are stationary or not consistent with cloud motion. Therefore, when we calculate the cloud displacement using actual sky 243 images, ideal cases where sky images only differ by a cloud displacement like shown in Figure 4 are rare. In this situation, 244 the pulse signal that indicates the cloud displacement usually will become less obvious, as shown in Figure 5 . 245 246 
249
All the objects in images are composed of pixels, and the deformation of cloud shape and noise signals in CPSs can be 250 considered as the reflection of inconsistent movements of pixels in sky images. In order to study this effect, we set up a 251 simple example. Assuming that there are two objects 'a' and 'b' moving independently in an image and the background pixels 252 all have value 0, the displacement vector of object 'a' is and the displacement vector of object 'b' is , as 253 shown in Figure 6 . 254 ( , ) where the first subscript of '1' or '2' denotes the image, the second subscript of 'a' or 'b' denotes the object. 260
According to Equations (1) to (4), there will be: 261
Then the Fourier transforms of 1 ( , ) f x y and 2 ( , ) f x y are: 264 
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According to function (17), consists three parts: 275
According to the definition of convolution, the convolution of matrixes 1 ( , ) f x y and 2 ( , ) f x y can be calculated as: 279 
which means the result of the convolution calculation is the translation of
by a displacement of ( , ) x y 295 respectively. While for the third part, which is the interaction term between object 'a' and object 'b', will be represented as the 296 erratic noise signal because and usually comprise a plurality of components. 297 (1) The displacement of an object in two images will introduce a pulse at the coordinate corresponding to the 301 displacement in the IFT matrix of CPS. 302
(2) If multiple objects are moving independently in the images, then multiple pulses corresponding to the displacements 303 of each object will be introduced as well. The amplitude of each pulse is proportional to the number of pixels of the moving 304 object but will be smaller because the sum value of all the elements in DRM is constant. 305 (3) In any situation, there will always be background noise signals evenly distributed throughout the DRM, including 306 the interaction between multiple objects and the original image noise. 307 (4) For sky images, there may be three cases: 308 (A) Ideal case: the cloud shape is unchanged during movement, thus all the cloud pixels move at a uniform speed, the 309 pulse corresponding to cloud displacement will be quite visible in the DRM. 310 (B) Not ideal but acceptable case: if the deformation of clouds is occurring with cloud movement, we may get a DRM 311 combined with multiple less obvious pulses, but the peak pulse corresponding to the cloud movement vector can still be 312 distinguished from the noise. 313 (C) The worst case: the pulse amplitude will be smaller than the noise signals and cause the algorithm to be invalid. 314
According to the algorithm of cloud displacement estimation, the calculated CMDV in two consecutive sky images will 315 be the coordinate of the highest point in the IFT matrix of CPS. However, as the algorithm analysis part shows, the accuracy 316 and credibility of the result cannot be guaranteed under all circumstances. 317
IPSI based cloud motion displacement vector calculation 318
So far, it is still terrifically complex and difficult to mathematically describe and model the cloud motion process, not to 319 speak of the deformation estimation of clouds and the specific influence analysis on FPCT based CMDV calculation methods. 320 Therefore, to improve the accuracy and reliability, we proposed an IPSI based CMDV calculation method using FPCT for 321 minute time scale solar irradiance forecasting. First, the IPSI in terms of the synchronous rotation of two images is 322 expounded to reflect the invariable cross correlation characteristic on the image displacement of two different images in 323 frequency domain. Second, multiple CMDVs are obtained from the corresponding consecutive image pairs according to 324 different rotational angles compared to the original images using FPCT. At last, the final CMDV is generated from all of the 325 calculated CMDVs through a density and distance distribution based centroid iteration algorithm. 326
Phase shift invariance in image transformation 327
When using actual sky images to calculate the CMDV, usually two factors can lead to erroneous results. The first is the 328 pixels of still objects in sky images such as sun pixels and sky background pixels. The displacement of these objects in a sky 329 image is almost zero, which means they will introduce pulses located around the coordinate . Normally these pulse 330 signals can be removed by filtering. The second factor is cloud deformation, which may introduce multiple pulses located at 331 different coordinates. Usually, the amplitude of these pulses is smaller than that of the pulse corresponding to CMDV. Both 332 factors can reduce the height of the pulse corresponding to CMDV and decrease the credibility of the results. Therefore, in 333 CMDV calculation, if the amplitude of the pulse signal corresponding to cloud displacement is larger than all the other 334 signals, the calculated result will be correct. Otherwise, the pulse signal will be below the level of the background noise. 335
In summary, for CMDV calculation using FPCT, there is a probability of P% leading to a correct result and a probability 336 of (1-P)% leading to an incorrect random result. The specific value of P depends on the sample images. 337
Based on the above analysis, suppose there is a transformation for grayscale matrix and the transformed 338 matrix is , that is: 339 (23) 340
For two consecutive image and that differ by a displacement , their transformed version are 341 and according to the transformation . If the phase shift between and is invariance 342 before and after the transformation, we can calculate the displacement vector using the transformed image as well. 343
Using a series of such transformations that satisfying the phase shift invariant condition, we can calculate a series of 344 displacement vectors. The calculation results will not all be the same due to the transformation of sample images. However, 345 according to statistical theory and the summary that there is a probability of P% leading to a correct result and a probability of 346
(1-P)% leading to an incorrect random result of FPCT, about P% of the results should be correct and very close to each other 347 while other results are just random vectors. Therefore, we can obtain the final correct displacement vector according to the 348 distribution of all the calculated vectors using transformed images. 349
One of the simplest and easiest transformations of an image is rotation. For two consecutive image and 350 that only differ by a displacement, their rotation transformed version are and as shown in Figure  351 7, then 352 
359
According to the Fourier rotation property, rotating an image by an angle rotates its Fourier transformation 360 by the same angle. Conversely, rotating rotates by the same angle. Therefore, the phase spectrum 361 of cross-power matrix calculated using rotated images , will also be a rotated version of that calculated 362 using the original images , , as shown in Figure 8 . 363 
367
Then the calculated displacement vector using rotated sky images will also rotate by the angle . If the displacement 368 vector in actual sky images is and the vector in images rotated by is , then 369 0 0 cos sin sin cos
This means the phase shifts that corresponding to displacement vectors between the original images and rotated images 371 are essentially the same, the difference as shown in Figure 8 is only due to the change in observation angles. 372
Therefore, rotation is a kind of image transformation that satisfies the image phase shift invariance condition. Let the 373 value of change incrementally from to , then we can calculate the CMDVs in rotated sky images corresponding to 374 all of the rotation angles and obtain the actual displacement vectors in the original images according to function (26). Due to 375 the IPSI in image rotation process, all the calculated actual displacement vectors should be invariant whatever the rotation 376 angle may be. 377 378 379 380
CMDV calculation based on IPSI and centroid iteration 381
In this section, we proposed an IPSI based CMDV calculation method using FPCT for minute time scale solar irradiance 382
forecasting. The method consists of two main parts: multiple CMDV calculations based on the IPSI characteristic and the final 383 CMDV generation through centroid iteration strategy. 384
To calculate the CMDV utilizing the IPSI characteristic in image deformation, we rotate each sky image continuously from 0 385 to 90 with a certain angle each time and extract the corresponding processing region. When the total rotation angle is equal to 386 or greater than 90 , the elements of the extracted image grayscale matrix would be the same with the existing matrices, just 387 arranged in a different direction, such as the gray scale matrix rotated 90 and the original gray scale matrix. 
Simulation results and comparison 425
Four displacement estimation methods are applied in our simulations to calculate the cloud displacement: 426
(1) The original FPCT based CMDV calculation method, which calculates the IFT matrix of CPS directly and considers 427 the coordinates of the highest pulse signal as cloud displacement. 428
(2) The IPSI-based CMDV calculation method using FPCT proposed in this paper. 429 (3) The PIV method contained in the MATLAB toolbox 'MPIV', which was developed by Mori and Chang [45] . This 430 method is also applied in [15] and 6 th sky images is shown in Figure 13 . It can be seen that the highest pulse is located at (69, 5), as shown in Figure 12 , 447 higher than the pulse located at (37, -9), which is a more credible result when examining the total displacements of clouds in 448 all 50 sky images in sequence A. 449 
467
The CMDVs in the X-coordinate obtained by the PIV method are the same as our proposed method in direction but the 468 displacement distance is shorter. While in the Y-coordinate, according to the PIV method the clouds in sky images are 469 moving up, but according to FPCT-based method, the clouds should be moving down. This disagreement between the two 470 methods is particularly pronounced when dealing with the last several sky images. 471
In this research, sky images are the only means of cloud observation, and we can only obtain the motion information of 472 clouds according to the images. Therefore, to evaluate the accuracy of a calculation result of CMDV, it is necessary to 473 combine the CMDVs calculated using other sky images that are close in time and artificial observations. 474
The last four sky images in image sequence A are shown in Figure 16 , and it can be seen that the sky region at the 475 bottom of the image is becoming smaller and the thick cloud region at the top of the image is expanding, which indicates that 476 the clouds are moving from top to bottom of the image. It is also noticeable that a small piece of cloud marked by the blue 477 circle is moving to the lower right of the image. Therefore, according to the above observations, the value of CMDV in the 478 Y-coordinate should be less than zero, and the results obtained by IPSI based method are more reasonable. 479 
481
The calculated CMDVs using OF method are close to PIV's results. However, as the cloud brightness may be changed 482 according whether the sun is blocked or not, the results of OF method is not as stable as that of PIV method. 483
In Figure 17 , the CMDV calculation results of first three methods are consistent in directions, i.e. clouds moving up and 484 right in the sky images. The results of the original FPCT method and the IPSI-based method are practically identical in image 485 sequence B, and very stable compared with the PIV method. For thin clouds, the gray scale value of cloud pixel is strongly 486 influenced by sunlight and could change obviously during the cloud movement. Therefore, the prerequisite assumption of OF 487 method is not satisfied, so the CMDVs results calculated by this method are unacceptable. 
Discussion 495
Due to the cloud deformation and brightness changes in sky images, there is not yet an effective method to judge the 496 accuracy of CMDVs. However, cloud movement is a reflection of atmospheric physical movement processes, and presumably 497 because of inertia, the displacement obtained by consecutive sky image pairs should usually be similar. Based on the above 498 considerations, the performance and effectiveness of the proposed IPSI-based CMDV calculation method are validated by the 499 simulation results, because this method not only produces a more accurate output than the original FPCT method but also can 500 achieve more stable results compared with PIV and OF methods. 501
Theoretically, the PIV and OF method focuses on the specific local/regional details of image pixels. The PIV and OF 502 based CMDV calculation are part-to-whole methods, which means they can provide more detail image information and more 503 likely to be disturbed by local deformation or noise signals of the image. While for FPCT method, the global trends of clouds in 504 sky images are more concerned, so local deformation and noise signals can hardly affect the CMDV calculation results. 505
Additionally, the IPSI-based method is more robust than FPCT method, as the image transformation and centroid iteration 506 processing further weakened the influence of deformation and noise signal. 507
Conclusions 508
According to the essential characteristics analysis on the displacements of two sky images, an IPSI based CMDV 509 calculation method using FPCT for minute time scale solar irradiance forecasting is proposed to improve the performance of 510 CMDV calculation method. The proposed IPSI based CMDV calculation method overcomes the shortcomings of insufficient 511 reliability of original FPCT method, thus improved the availability of FPCT method in CMDV calculation approach. Actual 512 sky image data is used to verify the effectiveness of proposed method. The comparison in simulation shows that the 513 performance of IPSI based CMDV calculation method is better than two commonly used gray scale information based methods 514 (PIV and OF). In addition, the proposed method in this paper did not increase much work load in the algorithm process, so that 515 the merits of FPCT method such as easy to program and high calculation speed remain, which makes it easy to utilize the IPSI 516 based CMDV calculation method into practical applications. 517
The future works base on this research will be carried out mainly focus on three following aspects: (1) More comparisons 518 on larger dataset to further validate the proposed IPSI-based method in various complex cases; (2) Utilize the proposed method 519 associate with "Sky image-Surface irradiance" mapping model to establish a stepwise accurate surface solar irradiance 520 forecasts method; (3) Related researches in terms of methodological improvements on the sky image based ultra short-term 521 solar irradiance forecasting. 522
